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The Gravity of the Puritans 

 No matter how far we depart from our place of origin, we feel a gravity that pulls us back 

home. In our nation, we have changed to a great degree. At the onset of American literature we 

can see the baseline for a strict and moral philosophy. We now seem to idolize public figures that 

celebrate fame and wealth, but deep down we still have the idealized version of what a good 

person represents. While people are enthralled by the celebrity of a Kim Kardashian, very few 

think that she upholds the normal human standard. Tim Tebow seems lost within our culture, but 

still holds the respect of someone representative of traditional values. Our reactions here are 

telling. However, if we look into the past, we can find the reasons for our complex thought 

processes that lead us to either idolize or admire. Through the historic examples of Anne 

Bradstreet and Jonathan Edwards we can see how their philosophies have shaped our values as 

well as inspired our rebellion.  

 The original concept of the puritan religion was one of a strict set of values. Although he 

was born years after the time of Bradstreet, Jonathan Edwards is a prime example of the concept 

of the center of our moral gravity. In his sermon, Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God, 

Edwards produces a powerful plea against the unregenerate Christians of the time. The people 

were already starting to rebel from the values that they were supposed to uphold. This is evident 

when he says to them that, “[Their] wickedness makes [them] as it were heavy as lead, and to 

tend downward with great weight and pressure toward hell” (Edwards, 47).  To Edwards, the 
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gravity of rebellion only pulled in one direction. He saw a group of people who were moving 

away from the morals that he valued. What he didn’t see was the humanity behind the struggles 

of the sinner. He didn’t see that wants and desires are part of the makeup of the human race, or 

that this is a general truth to who we are as people. He didn’t see Anne Bradstreet and her 

struggle, as a Christian woman, to live up to the impossible standards imposed by man.  

 A general concept of human nature is that we all fall short, and no one is perfect. Anne 

Bradstreet exemplified this in her poem, “Here Follow Some Verses upon the Burning of Our 

House, July 10, 1666.” Here she catalogues the material loss of her house and the natural grief 

that follows. In the poem it says that, “my heart did cry / To strengthen me in my distress / And 

not to leave me succorless” (lines 8-10). She feels lost and abandoned as she takes stock of the 

“store [she] counted best” (line 26). To a person like Jonathan Edwards, this might show a lack 

of trust, and a reader’s perception of this would be that she would be found at fault for her grief. 

Of course, the point of the poem is to show us how we can push past that grief by keeping our 

eyes on a fixed goal, but when we read this now it sounds rather cold hearted. It’s almost like 

they are offended that she would have feelings. However, there is a difference between stoic 

inner strength and denial, and this is the beginning of a rebellion that would lead us toward 

change.  

 It is important to note, however, that despite the rebellion, that we haven’t entirely turned 

our back on these beliefs. During the time of Edwards people were already starting to move 

toward human inclinations. That made it particularly difficult for him to gain and maintain a 

congregation. When he says that we will be swept away by the “fiery floods of the fierceness and 

wrath of God, [that] would rush forth with inconceivable fury, and would come upon [them] with 

omnipotent power,” it is understandable why people would turn away from such alliterative 
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condemnation (Edwards, 47). Anne Bradstreet must have known how this felt, but she also felt 

her place in this world. She acknowledges that “[Her] hope and treasure lies above” (Bradstreet, 

line 54). This is part of the gravity that brings her back to her values without entirely turning 

away from them. She still sees the good in the world and is able to see past her grief, and her 

beliefs did help her to do this.  

 In our culture, we have seemingly moved far away from the philosophy of the puritans. 

We live in a world that does value the human side of psychology. But, at the core of who we are 

is a belief system that was put in place long before our current millennial generation. We still 

prize the humility of one who is willing to help his or her neighbor. We still feel guilty when we 

do something that we know is wrong.  We still have laws that govern us based on some of these 

same moral precepts. We have all of these things that we have inherited from our past, and it is 

necessary to see them as a positive rather than a negative. When we allow ourselves to view this 

metamorphosis through the perception of evolution rather than erosion, we can appreciate the 

past and make sure that it holds the correct place in our future.    
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